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Cabasse unveils THE PEARL AKOYA
COMPACT - QUALITY ACOUSTICS & EXCEPTIONAL POWER PACKED
IN A HIGH DEFINITION STREAMING SPEAKER

After the success of
wireless speaker released in 2018, Cabasse – historic leader
in the French High-Fidelity acoustics market – announces today its latest acoustic jewel:
. This brand new High Definition, active & wireless speaker, created and
developed in Britany, France, is a concentrate of all the technology and expertise that went into
making the legendary Sphère speaker, distilled into an ultra-compact active speaker. With noble
material, as well as luxurious and refined design,
creates as much emotion
as its ultra-powerful predecessor
, with extremely pure sound, without any
alteration, coloration or distortion. This technological jewel is complete with luxurious accessories
(remote control, custom carrier case…) and will be available in November 2019.

PHENOMENAL POWER – COMPACT DESIGN
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Inventor of the technology behind coaxial speakers which has forged the reputation of the brand for decades,
Cabasse has achieved another technological feat with
: develop and integrate into
a reduced spherical volume (32cm for
vs 22cm for
), the most
compact tri-axial speaker ever created (bass, medium and new carbon & neodymium coaxial tweeter) taking
up at little space possible for maximum power and larger, smoother response in frequency ranging from 30Hz
to 27 000Hz without accidental directivity, coloration or distortion. Music played by
is liberated from all technical constraint to become pure emotion.
With the power equivalent of a classical orchestra (115 dB) and the acoustic expertise from Cabasse,
faithfully respects all the dynamics of audio sources. Its 17cm woofer offers over 20mm
of linear excursion, resulting in the richest level of bass available on the market.
As with all speakers from the high-end collection of Cabasse speakers, such as La Sphère, this new speaker
is equipped with the Cabasse patented automatic calibration system (CRCS) for an optimized acoustic
experience no matter where the speaker is located.
It is also possible to create a stereo system with unrivaled performance by connecting two
speakers through a simple Wifi connection, and without an additional box or hub, making it possible
to listen to digital audio sources. It is also possible to listen to television, a CD player, or even a combination
platinum and phono stage for listening to vinyls through its optical or 3.5mm jack inputs.

REFINED DESIGN & HIGH PERFORMING MATERIAL
plays the card of seduction. Its spherical form brings to mind, just like the jewel in
its name, both gentleness and strength, all in compliance with the strict demands of the French brand,
resulting in spatial coherence that is beyond compare. The function dictates the form.
Its noble material enhances its performance: not less than 6 layers of lacquer are necessary to obtain the
best result in 2 available finishes: metallic black with pure chromium rings, or pearl white with silver rings.
Not to mention the carbon membranes, the aluminum dissipater and driver, the double reinforced casing
with buffered finishing and a magnetic, metal grill with the Cabasse logo… all of which make
a technological beauty.

VERSATILE & ULTRA HD STREAMING SPEAKER
, equipped with Bluetooth and WiFi connections, is perfectly compatible with
Cabasse StreamCONTROL multi-room systems and can read all formats of digital audio: ranging from MP3,
AAC, WMA to ultra-high definition files such as AIFF, FLAC and ALAC, whether they are stocked on external
hard drives, computers or offered by internet radio or online streaming services readily available in the
StreamCONTROL application (Qobuz, Deezer, Spotify, Napster, Tidal…). Controllable by voice,
is compatible, and without adding an additional box or router, with the entire range of Cabasse
streaming systems for an exceptional acoustic experience in multi-room audio.
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AN ELEGANT & PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLLER
comes with a wireless controller with sophisticated finish, as well as ergonomically
refined design. No need to use a smartphone, just simply use the Bluetooth controller, which can be held in
the palm of your hand, to easily control the speaker.
In perfect harmony with its big sister
,
is available in both metallic
black or pearl white from November 2019, and includes a custom carrier case, a cloth covered power cable
and 3.5mm jack and micro-USB adapters.
A stand and wall bracket are also available.
A propos de Cabasse :
Cabasse, the name for French audio since its creation by Georges Cabasse in 1950, has always been focused on one
goal: perfection in sound reproduction. Motivated by research and its quest for innovation, Cabasse invented and
developed the coaxial driver technology present in its speakers to this day. Thanks to coaxial technology, it is
possible to fit several drivers into a small space offering audiophiles and music lovers alike the essence and thrill of
pure sound.
Cabasse was purchased in October 2014 by AwoX, a specialist in pure play technology for connected objects and
Smart Homes. Experts in streaming technologies, AwoX completes Cabasse’s product range while reinforcing the
company’s position as a leader in the HiFi market. It is the group’s ambition for Cabasse to become a key player on
the HiFi Streaming market.
Learn more about Cabasse at: www.cabasse.com/en
Follow Cabasse on:
@Cabasse

@CabasseAcoustic

@CabasseAcoustic

@CabasseAcoustic
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